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Are you ready to fill up your Swear Jar? This Swear Word Adult Coloring Book Is just what you

need!  30 swears to color!  MIDNIGHT EDITION!! With a black background  Swear and relax 

Zentangle, funny sayings and Animals  Funny pages for any swear word party  Fill up your swear

word Jar as you color this book!  Your friends will love this Swear word gift!  Swear word color book

Swear word Adult coloring Perfect for parents who really need some relaxation and distressing time.

Swear words coloring book for adults Best seller This swear work adult coloring book is perfect for

Men and women! (This is a midnight edition, Or a black edition. )
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I absolutely love this coloring book! I work in a hospital so we all have kind of an odd humor here to

just get through our nights, and I get SO MANY COMMENTS on it! I color when I can get a minute

to sit town just as a stress reliever at work, and when I get home, and this one is just so much more

fun than the nature scenes I normally color!! I really like the black background, which is awesome

change than the white backgrounds, and it just makes it pop! I normally color with gel pens, so it

really pops all the swear words, and I absolutely love giving my finished products out as "gifts" to my

interesting co-workers. we all have a blast with it. I will be buying probably 10 more as gifts to all of

them, and I just LOVE this book!!!I received this item at a discount in exchange for my honest

unbiased review. I am not obligated to give a positive review nor would I if unless I believed it was.



I'm posting my opinion to help fellow customers make their decision when they are shopping here

on . I'm just like you and always look at reviews before I ever purchase on , and that definitely helps

you know you are purchasing the right product! The discount did not sway my opinion whatsoever.

Thank you for reading!

Now that there are so many different coloring books for adults I knew I had to have one that really

spoke to me, and this is one that I just could not help but get. I have the mouth of a sailor so I just

had to have a book that reflected that and this one has diffidently reflected my attitude towards life. I

love all the different phrases and different pages of coloring. Most of the designs and nice and

intricate and they are pretty when colored. Some of the phrases are hard to see through the design

until you start coloring them but they pop out in the end as long as you color the words a different

color from the back ground. I love the fact that the pages are nice and thick and I do not have to

worry about ripping them easily when coloring on them. I have had no problem with color transfer. I

have not poked through any of the pages and I will say that I really do love this book. The binding is

done very well and I have not had problems with it breaking down. This is the second book I have

ordered from this series and I will say that I am very happy with these books! I have had the

privilege of receiving this product at a discount price or for free.

Like to color? Have an off sense of humor? Not easily offended? Then this is the perfect book for

you. It is my new favorite. It is awesome for those still immature adults who like to swear.The pages

are all filled with your favorite swear words, and have a black background. I love that it has the black

background since I'm one of those colorsers who doesn't like to leave a lot uncolored.The

description says 60pgs, but there are actually only 30 actual pages to color. I would be careful with

markers, even though the pages are thicker, I used 2 different types and they both bled through. If

you aren't sure I suggest trying on the last page for a test.It is great for pencils or gel pens.There is

something oddly relaxing coloring in swear words.I received this product for free or at a discounted

price in exchange for my honest review. I have used this product and this is my own personal

experience and opinion. I only purchase items I need or want, so, I take product reviews seriously,

as I often rely on them myself when I'm purchasing products.

The swear word coloring books seemed to be "all the rage" these days, so I went ahead and

ordered this one.The designs in the book are more like elementary sketches with the absolute best

one being a copy of the front cover. Some of the "sweary" words are not actually swear words at all



and the others get rather repetitive. McNasty is a swear word? Pansy? Do people still use that? I

could see bringing in some English swear words, but McNasty? Really? Then there's a design with

a cat that is scary similar to Grumpy Cat.I paid full price for the book, though I was supposed to

review it for a discount. Evidently there was not a discount. However, I had already accepted the

review terms. I wouldn't pay for the book again, I'd spend the money on a ream of paper and do my

own swear doodles.

This coloring book is great! There is something very therapeutic about coloring immature, X-rated

messages while relaxing with a glass of wine in the evening. I love the black pages it really makes

the colored pencil I used pop off the page and also keeps me from feeling obligated to color the

whole background. The book is really well made with an easy to open binding that allows me to

color all the way to the edges without any issues. The paper is high quality so much so that I feel I

could easily use markers to color and would have no bleed through issues. Overall, this is adult

coloring as it was meant to be a little off color but oh so relaxing!I did receive a discount on this item

in exchange for my honest review. If you found this review helpful please click the button below.

Thanks.

This is a hilarious coloring book. My mother hates when I cuss and is constantly criticizing me for it.

I actually got this as a gift for her and it is probably the funniest, best coloring book I have ever seen.

I actually love the variety inside the book of cuss words and also the number of pages. Its the

perfect mix of hilarity and relaxation. Pansy is one of the tamest insults in the book but the title says

it all. The designs are simple and fun. The page are thick enough so you do not have to worry about

flimsy pages. The book is a riot and is a great gift for any adult who needs a giggle. I got this for a

discounted rate for my honest review. Its fun, hilarious, and definitely a great gag gift too.
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